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Abstract
Background: 

Burn injuries result in profound hemodynamic and cardiovascular dysfunction. Pulse pressure (PP) and
shock index (SI) can be used to guide medical management in acute trauma settings however its
application in acute burn settings is unknown. The purpose of this study was to determine whether pulse
pressure and shock index on admission were early predictors of in-hospital mortality in burn patients. 

METHODS: 

This retrospective study analyzed burn patients admitted to John H. Stroger Hospital of Cook County in
Chicago, Illinois, USA from 2013-2019. Inclusion criteria were patients aged >1 year with TBSA values ≥
15%, 2nd and 3rd degree thermal injuries. Exclusion criteria included non-thermal burns, missing values
and those dead on arrival.

Variables studied were age, gender, TBSA, inhalation injury, Baux score, R-Baux score and vital signs
(systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure and heart rate) on arrival. SI and PP values were
calculated from the vital signs. Baux and R-Baux score were calculated from data in the electronic
medical records.

Independent t-test compared mortality outcomes in survivors versus non-survivors. Pearson’s Chi square
test compared mortality outcomes associated with gender and inhalation injury status. Adjusted odds
ratio with corresponding 95% con�dence intervals were calculated for R-Baux and SI. 

RESULTS: 

108 burn patients were included in this study. Mean age was 40 years and 68 patients (64%) were male.
Mean TBSA was 30% and inhalation injury was present in 30% (32/106) of the patients. Among eighteen
non-survivors, fourteen (78%) had inhalation injury. For all patients, the mean Baux and R-Baux score
were 70 and 75, respectively.  Overall mortality rate was 17%.

On bivariate analysis, mean SI in survivors and non-survivors was 0.7 and 1.0. Mean PP in survivors and
non-survivors were 61 mmHg and 47 mmHg. 

Adjusted odds ratio (95% CI) for R-Baux and SI were 1.06 (1.03-1.09) and 26.48 (4.34-161.46),
respectively. 

CONCLUSION: 

A lower PP and a higher SI on admission are predictors of mortality in patients with signi�cant burns. SI
is associated with 26-times higher likelihood of mortality. These initial parameters can help identify
patients that may require close monitoring and aggressive resuscitation to improve survival rates in burn
victims.
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Background
Burn injuries are a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in patients worldwide1. According to the
World Health Organization, burn injuries attribute to more than 180,000 deaths annually worldwide1.
Despite increased public awareness and prevention efforts, the American Burn Association (ABA)
estimates that 450,000 patients per year require treatment for burn-related injuries with 30,000 requiring
admission to burn centers2. Although 96.7% of patients treated in burn centers survive3, non-fatal burn
injuries can result in decreased quality of life with devastating life-long sequela of emotional and
physical disabilities1.

Burns are acute tissue injuries resulting from exposure to heat, electricity, chemicals, radiation or friction.
The majority of injuries result from thermal burns4, however most burn fatalities result from smoke and
toxic gas inhalation associated with thermal burns5. Thermal burns can cause both local injury to the
skin from contact with hot surfaces, liquids, �ame or steam and if severe, can also induce a systemic
response4.

The local response in the skin results in three concentric zones of injury �rst described by Jackson in
1947 as the “zones of coagulation, stasis and hyperemia”6. The zone of coagulation is the inner-most
region including the primary site of injury nearest to the heat source resulting in maximal damage and
irreversible tissue necrosis6. Surrounding this area is the zone of stasis characterized by potentially viable
tissue resulting from possible reversible hypoperfusion-inducing-ischemia6. The outermost zone of
hyperemia is an area characterized by reversible vasodilatation resulting in increased tissue perfusion6.

Tissue injury from burn mediated damage immediately triggers the in�ammatory cascade via the
activation of a master transcription activator protein, nuclear factor kB required for wound repair and
healing7. However, severe burn injury can lead to upregulation of the in�ammatory cascade triggering an
extensive systemic response which through various mechanisms ultimately induces an
immunocompromised-like state in conjunction with a hypermetabolic state predisposing the burn victim
to shock, sepsis, multiple organ failure and death7. During this initial phase of the burn injury, the
interaction between pro-in�ammatory and vasoactive mediators (including prostaglandins, IL-6 and TNF-
a, histamine) in combination with stress-induced catecholamine release leads to increased capillary
permeability, massive intravascular protein and �uid volume de�cits and edema formation resulting in
profound hemodynamic and cardiovascular dysfunction4,8,9 commonly known as burn shock8,10.

Burn shock is initially associated with decreased cardiac output as a consequence of decreased preload,
with increased afterload and decreased myocardial contractility11. Early and effective �uid resuscitation
with close monitoring is the cornerstone of preventing and treating shock in burn victims. The Parkland
formula is commonly utilized to administer adequate amounts of �uid and prevent complications
associated with overzealous administration of �uids in burn victims 11, 12. Although it is gold-standard for
approximating early �uid needs in burn victims, it does not account for changes in hemodynamic status
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that may occur during the initial burn injury stage. Fluids must be adjusted accordingly with close
monitoring. With early and appropriate treatment of burn shock, the survival rate in burn patients
drastically improves 11, 13.

Shock index (SI) was �rst introduced in 1967 by Allgower and Buri as a simple and effective tool to
predict hypovolemic shock severity 14. SI is calculated by dividing the heart rate (HR) by the systolic blood
pressure (SBP), with a normal range currently accepted as 0.5–0.7 in healthy adults with evidence
suggesting that values up to 0.9 are within the upper limit of normal; however, poorer outcomes
associated with SI values ≥ 1.0 are indicative of worsening hemodynamic status and occult shock. Due
to the nature of its linear inverse relationship with hemodynamic parameters including cardiac index,
stroke volume, left ventricular stroke work and mean arterial pressure14, SI has been demonstrated to
predict mortality and other severe outcomes including the necessity of intensive care unit admission and
need for blood transfusion in trauma, postpartum hemorrhage, acute myocardial infarction, stroke and
septic patients15; however, its role in predicting mortality outcomes in burn victims remains unknown.

Similarly, pulse pressure is another effective tool for approximating hemodynamic status. Pulse pressure
is de�ned as the difference between the systolic and diastolic blood pressure, with normal values ranging
from 40–60 mmHg in healthy adults. Low or narrow pulse pressures (< 40 mmHg) occur when the value
is less than 25% of the systolic value and because systemic pulse pressure is proportional to the stroke
volume16, a low or narrow pulse pressure indicates insu�cient preload and reduced cardiac output
suggestive of cardiogenic or hypovolemic shock from signi�cant volume loss. Multiple studies have
shown that narrow pulse pressure in seemingly hemodynamically stable patients is an independent early
predictor of active hemorrhage and impending shock.

Pulse pressure and shock index have been extensively studied as prognostic tools that can help identify
patients at risk for impending hemodynamic collapse and guide medical management in acute trauma,
hemorrhage and septic settings; however, its application in acute burn settings has yet to be explored.
The purpose of this study was to determine if hemodynamic physiological changes, such as shock index
and pulse pressure, in response to signi�cant thermal burn injuries, predict in-hospital mortality.

Methods
This was a retrospective cohort study in burn patients admitted to John H. Stroger Hospital of Cook
County in Chicago, Illinois, USA from 2013–2019. Inclusion criteria were patients aged > 1 year with
isolated major burn injuries corresponding with Total Body Surface Area (TBSA) values ≥ 15%, 2nd and
3rd degree thermal injuries, those transferred or directly admitted to Cook County Hospital. Exclusion
criteria included patients with missing values, non-thermal burns, trauma injuries, and dead on arrival.

Burn patients were dichotomized into two groups: survivors and non-survivors. Variables compared
between these groups collected from patient electronic medical records included age, gender, TBSA,
inhalation injury status and vital signs [systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), and
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heart rate (HR)] on arrival. Pulse pressure (PP) and shock index (SI) were calculated from the patients’
recorded vital signs on arrival to Cook County Hospital. For patients that were transferred to Cook County
Hospital, the documented initial vital signs from the transferred institution’s admission note were utilized
to determine the pulse pressure and shock index on arrival. The formula used to calculate pulse pressure
on arrival was:

Pulse Pressure (PP) = SBP – DBP

Shock index on arrival was calculated with the following formula:
Shock Index (SI) = HR/SBP

In addition, the following variables Baux score and revised Baux score (R-Baux) were also calculated from
patient data with the following formulas:
Baux score = TBSA + age

R-Baux score = TBSA + age + 17R

R = inhalation injury status (R = 1 if inhalation injury, R = 0 if no inhalation injury)

We decided to utilize the R-Baux score for mortality prediction in all age groups as opposed to
implementing the Pediatric-Baux score in children < 15 years because R-Baux is well-known for its
robustness with acceptable validity and accuracy in predicting burn victim mortality outcomes, unlike P-
Baux 17.

Summary statistics were reported as mean [standard deviation (SD)]. On bivariate analysis, the
independent t-test was utilized to analyze mortality outcomes associated with continuous variables
including: age, TBSA, Baux score, R-Baux score, SBP, DBP, HR, pulse pressure and shock index. Pearson’s
Chi square test was utilized to analyze mortality outcomes associated with gender and inhalation injury
status. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was used to calculate adjusted odds ratio with
corresponding 95% con�dence intervals for both variables R-Baux score and shock index. Statistical
analysis was performed using STATA for Windows and R version 4.0.5, 2021 (R Foundation for Statistical
Computing) 2021 for MacOS. Cook County Hospital IRB approval for study 19–154 was obtained.

Results
108 burn patients were included in this retrospective cohort study at Cook County Hospital. The mean age
was 40 years and 68 patients (64%) were male. The mean TBSA was 30% for all burn victims. Of these
patients, 14% had TBSA ≥ 50%. 32 patients (30%) had concomitant inhalation injuries. The mean Baux
score and R-Baux was 70 and 75, respectively. The mean pulse pressure and shock index on admission
for all patients were 59 mmHg and 0.81 respectively. The overall mortality rate was 17% (18/108), with a
total of 90 survivors.
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The mean age of the survivors compared to non-survivors was 38 years and 51 years, respectively (p = 
0.0294). The mean TBSA in survivors versus non-survivors was 24.2% and 58.5%, respectively (p < 0.001).
Among eighteen non-survivors, fourteen (78%) had inhalation injury (p < 0.001). Non-survivors had higher
mean Baux score and R-Baux compared to survivors (Baux 109.6 vs 62.2, and R-Baux (122.8 vs 64.6, p < 
0.001). There was no signi�cant difference in the mean heart rate between survivors (98bpm) and non-
survivors (113bpm), (p = 0.0376) on admission. There was also no signi�cant differences between
survivor and non-survivor mean SBP (134 mmHg vs. 121mmHg, p = 0.1023) and DBP (73 mmHg vs. 74
mmHg p = 0.869), respectively.

Survivors had a higher mean pulse pressure as compared to non-survivors (61 mmHg vs 47 mmHg, p = 
0.0051). A higher mean shock index was associated with non-survivors vs survivors (1.0 vs 0.77, p = 
0.006). Non-survivors were more likely to have elevated shock index values (SI ≥ 0.9) as compared to
normal shock index values (< 0.9) in the survivor group (p < 0.0001).

Multivariate logistic regression analysis showed that the adjusted odds ratio for R-Baux and shock index
were 1.06 (1.03–1.09) and 26.48 (4.34-161.46). For every unit increase in shock index, the odds of
mortality increased by 26-fold.

Discussion
Although burns are common injuries, the overall mortality rate is relatively low 2. In fact the ABA quoted
that the survival rate for burn injury patients in the U.S. is 96.8% 2. Similar to our study’s relatively high
survival rate of 83%, we hypothesized that vital signs on admission would help predict and identify
patients with a low likelihood of survival.

Although our sample of 108 patients was small, the results of our study can be generalized for patients
with signi�cant burn injuries. Our data analysis demonstrated initial vital signs such as heart rate,
systolic and diastolic blood pressures were not signi�cantly different between survivors and non-
survivors with a TBSA ≥ 15% and had no predictive value for mortality. However, shock index and pulse
pressure were signi�cant predictors of mortality for these patients.

Shock index is fast, reliable and useful prognostic tool for predicting mortality in acute trauma,
hemorrhagic or septic patients 18, however the use of shock index in burn patients’ mortality risk remains
unknown. This is the �rst study to explore the relationship between shock index and clinical outcome in
burns victims. SI has been suggested to be a reliable and reproducible screening tool for identifying
patients at risk for shock despite apparent hemodynamic stability 19. Blood pressure and pulse are often
normal during the initial compensatory phase of shock and can therefore underestimate the severity of
hemodynamic instability 20. An abnormal shock index can serve as early identi�er of patients that require
prioritization for medical care. In fact, studies have demonstrated that SI as compared to traditional vital
signs is superior at early identi�cation and predicting mortality outcomes in at risk patients 15. Evidence
has shown that normal SI range is 0.5–0.7, with 0.9 accepted as the upper limit of normal 20. In all
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trauma patients excluding those with traumatic brain injury, a SI ≥ 0.9 predicts mortality 19; however,
other studies have also shown that SI > 1.0 predict an increased risk of mortality and hemodynamic
collapse 20. Similarly, signi�cant burn injuries compromise hemodynamic stability resulting in occult
shock 11. Our results corroborated this theory, as the mean SI in non-survivors and survivors was 1.0 and
0.7, respectively. For this reason, an elevated SI in burn patients can be used to identify victims at risk for
hemodynamic compromise and a higher likelihood of mortality so that early treatment and resuscitation
efforts can be directed at those with poor predicted clinical outcome, and to improve survival rates.

In addition, adjusted odds ratio as shown in Table 2 for R-Baux score and shock index were 1.06 and
26.48, respectively. Our results demonstrated that for every unit increase in shock index, the odds of
mortality increased by 26-fold. These results are signi�cant because one of the most frequently utilized
mortality prediction models in burn patients is the R-Baux score 21. The R-Baux score originates from the
Baux score, a prognostic tool relying solely on TBSA and age to estimate mortality outcomes in burn
victims 21. However, the revised score which includes the inhalation injury status has been shown to be a
more accurate predictor 21 due to higher likelihood of hemodynamic compromise associated with the
presence of inhalation injury 22. As suggested by the R-Baux score, mortality is a more likely outcome in
patients with advanced age, larger burn size and presence of inhalational injury 21. As shown in Table 1,
this was consistent with our �ndings; however, mortality outcomes in burn patients is dependent on the
degree of hemodynamic instability 11 which initial physiologic parameters such as shock index may have
better discriminatory ability 23 as compared to the R-Baux score.
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Table 1
Comparison of variables between the mortality status in burn patients

Variables Overall (n = 108) Dead (n = 18) Alive (n = 90) p-value

Age (years) 40.23 ± 23.2 51.06 ± 23.98 38.07 ± 22.56 0.0294

Gender       0.7584

Female 36 5 (31.3%) 31 (35.2%)  

Male 68 11 (68.8%) 57 (64.8%)  

TBSA 29.93 ± 21.17 58.56 ± 28.26 24.2 ± 13.69 < .0001

TBSA category       < .0001

TBSA < 50% 93 7 (38.9%) 86 (95.6%)  

TBSA ≥ 50% 15 11 (61.1%) 4 (4.4%)  

Inhalation Injury       < .0001

No 74 4 (22.2%) 70 (79.6%)  

Yes 32 14 (77.8%) 18 (20.5%)  

Shock Index 0.81 ± 0.33 1 ± 0.39 0.77 ± 0.3 0.006

Shock Index Category       < .0001

Shock Index < 0.9 75 5 (27.8%) 70 (77.8%)  

Shock Index ≥ 0.9 33 13 (72.2%) 20 (22.2%)  

Baux score 70.16 ± 34.2 109.61 ± 35.47 62.27 ± 28.07 < .0001

R score 0.32 ± 0.47 0.78 ± 0.43 0.22 ± 0.42 < .0001

Revised Baux score 75.12 ± 38.74 122.83 ± 37.05 64.64 ± 30.48 < .0001

SBP (mmHg) 131.52 ± 30.84 120.67 ± 36.73 133.69 ± 29.28 0.1023

DBP (mmHg) 72.94 ± 20.2 73.67 ± 22.78 72.8 ± 19.79 0.869

HR (bpm) 100.68 ± 28.01 113.17 ± 29.68 98.18 ± 27.15 0.0376

Pulse Pressure 58.57 ± 19.43 47 ± 20.52 60.89 ± 18.46 0.0051
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Table 2
Odds ratio and 95% con�dence interval for predicting mortality

Predictors Unadjusted OR Adjusted OR

Age 1.03 (1, 1.05)  

TBSA ≥ 50% vs TBSA < 50% 33.79 (8.5, 134.23)  

Pulse pressure 0.96 (0.93, 0.99)  

Shock Index ≥ 0.9 vs Shock Index < 0.9 9.1 (2.9, 28.59) 26.48 (4.34, 161.46)

Inhalation Injury: Yes vs No 13.61 (3.99, 46.38)  

Revised Baux score 1.05 (1.03, 1.07) 1.06 (1.03, 1.09)

Pulse pressure is another early indicator of hemodynamic instability, and it begins to narrow in the early
stages of compensated shock in seemingly asymptomatic patient. Priestley et al demonstrated that
relatively narrowed pulse pressures are independent early predictors of hemorrhage in acute trauma
patients 24. Similar to hemorrhage induced hypovolemic shock, severe burn injury is associated with early
hypovolemic shock resulting in low cardiac output with corresponding reduction of both preload and
stroke volume that in return decreases the pulse pressure 25. Our results showed signi�cant difference in
mean pulse pressure between survivors (61mmHg) and non-survivors (47mmHg). Although normal range
of pulse pressure is 40-60mmHg in healthy adults; our study suggests that a relatively decreased pulse
pressure in burn victims can be used to identify victims associated with a higher probability of mortality
in the early stages of shock to improve survival outcomes.

Shock index and pulse pressure are useful and quick tools that can be utilized by health-care
professionals to identify seemingly stable patients who may bene�t from early and aggressive �uid
resuscitation to prevent occult shock and death. In addition, these �ndings may help guide clinical
decisions and medical management for acute burn injury patients in the hospital setting.

Conclusions
Although patients with severe burns may present with similar hemodynamic vital signs on admission,
pulse pressure and shock index have prognostic value and can assist clinical decision making in the
acute burn setting. Higher shock index and relatively lower pulse pressures on admission are early
predictors of in-hospital mortality. Shock index is associated with 26 times higher likelihood of mortality
and should be utilized as a prognostic tool for predicting mortality outcomes in burn patients.

Abbreviations
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DBP
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Diastolic Blood Pressure
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Heart Rate
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Interleukin-6
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Pulse Pressure
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Shock Index
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Systolic Blood Pressure
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